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Abstract 
Consider a stationary sequence G(Zo), G(Z1) . . . . .  where G(') is a Borel function and 
Zo, Z 1, ... is a sequence of standard normal variables with covariance function 
E(ZoZj) = j -~L( j ) , j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  where E(G(Zo) ) = O, E(G2(Zo)) < ~,  0 < ct < 1 and L(.) va- 
ries slowly at infinity. Let S.(t) L.,3-1 Z = ~j=o G( j ) ,  t >/O, be the associated partial-sum process. The 
main result is that for any fixed k e N and 0 < b < ~,  a suitable norming sequence a. > 0 and 
sequences of gap-lengths 11,., . . . ,  lk. . such that 11., ~ ~ and lj,, - lj_ t,. --' 0% j = 2, . . . ,  k, 
arbitrary slowly, the vector process (S.(to), S,(lx. + tl) - S.(ll..) . . . . .  Silk," + tk) -- S.(lk..))/a ., 
0 ~< to, t~, ..., tk ~< b, converges indistribution i 9[0, b] k+ 1 to the vector ofk + 1 independent 
Hermite processes with a rank given by G('). As an application, the asymptotic behavior of the 
finite-dimensional distributions ofkernel estimators i  determined in the fixed-design regression 
model with errors of the form G(Zj), j = O, 1 . . . . .  
Keywords: Long-range dependence; Delayed sums; Joint weak convergence; Asymptotic inde- 
pendence; Non-parametric regression 
1. Introduction 
Let Zo, Z1 . . . .  be a stationary Gaussian sequence with mean E(Zo)  = 0, variance 
E(Z  2) = 1 and covariance function r ( j ) := E(ZoZ j )  = L ( j ) j -~ , j  e ~,  where 0 < ct < 1 
and L( . )  is a function on [0, 00) slowly varying at infinity and positive in some 
neighborhood of infinity. Further, let G( ' )  be a Borel-measurable real function on 
R such that E(G(Zo) )  = 0 and E(G2(Zo))  < 00. Consider the subordinated stationary 
process G(Zo), G(Zt ) ,  ... and its partial sums defined by 
LntJ- I 
S,(t):= ~ G(Z3), t>~O, n~t~,  (1.1) 
j=O 
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where lsd = max{k e Z: k ~< s} denotes the integer part of s e •, and an empty sum is 
understood as zero. For j -- 0, 1 . . . .  , let H~(s) = ( - l)JdJe-S2/E/ds j, s e R, be the jth 
Hermite polynomial, and let m e ~ be the smallest index for which the coefficient cm is 
non-zero in the L~'E(R, tp)-expansion of G(') in (2.3) below, where ~o(.) is the N(0, 1) 
density. Then m is called the Hermite rank of the function G(.) and plays an important 
role in the asymptotic distribution theory of the sums in (1.1). For 0 < b < oo, let 
9[0, b] be the metric space of all real functions defined on [0, b] which are right- 
continuous and have left-hand limits, endowed with the a-algebra generated by the 
open sets with respect to a metric that induces the Skorohod topology. Dobrushin and 
Major (1979) and Taqqu (1979) independently proved that (H {2-mc0/ELrn/E(tl))-lSn(' ) 
converges in distribution in 9[0, b], as n ~ ~,  to a constant multiple of Y,,('), the 
so-called Hermite process of rank m, provided that m ~ < 1. The latter is commonly 
referred to as the condition of long-range dependence in the underlying model. For 
t/> 0, the Hermite process Ym(t) of rank m is given by the multiple Wiener-It6- 
Dobrushin integral 
• exp (it ~ i~ 1 t~) - I  
Ym(t) = Cm,~ [ . . . . . .  W(dt,) ... W(dtm), (1.2) 
where i is the imaginary unit, Cm,~ = (2F(e) cos(ere/2)) -~'/2 with the usual gamma 
function F(.) and where W(')  is a complex Gaussian white noise measure such that, 
with 2(.) standing for Lebesgue measure and overlines producing complex conju- 
gates, W (B) = W ( - B) and E(W (A)W(B)) = 2(A n B) for all Borel sets A and B in N, 
and the symbol f* indicates that the hyperdiagonals t i = _+ tk, j ¢ k, are excluded 
from the domain of integration. A different representation f Ym(') as a multiple 
integral with respect to ordinary standard Brownian motion is given by Taqqu (1979). 
The processes Ym(') have stationary increments and are self-similar, i.e. the distribu- 
tional equality {Ym(at): t >>. 0} ~ [anYm(t): t >~0} holds for a/>0, where H = 
(2 - m~t)/2 is the Hurst exponent. These properties imply that all Hermite processes 
have the same covariance structure determined by H: 
E(Y~(s )Y , ( t ) )  = I {s2H "q- t 2It - - IS  - -  tl2n}, s, t  >~ O. 
The version given by (1.2) is sample-continuous for all m e M. Note that 1/2 < H < 1, 
and plugging formally H = I/2 in the last equation yields the covariance function of 
a standard Brownian motion. The fractional Brownian motion Yt(.) is still a Gaus- 
sian process, but the processes Ym(') are not Gaussian for m > 1. Long-range 
dependence is qualitatively different from various weak dependent situations when 
the suitably normed partial-sum process converges in distribution to standard 
Brownian motion. 
Here we consider the following vector process: for a fixed k e M and 0 < b < ~,  
(S.(to) ,  Sn(l l ,~ + t l )  - S . ( l l , . )  . . . . .  S.(lk,n + tk) - -  Sn(Ik,.)) 
V,(to, . . . ,  tk): = nULm/2(n ) , (1.3) 
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where (to, t1 . . . . .  tk) e [O,b]  k+l and l j , .el~, j=  1 . . . .  ,k, nel~.  Put lo , . -0 .  The 
question of interest is whether long-range dependence affects the joint distribution of 
the sums in (1.3) when these sums are distant in the sense that the gaps between them 
are wide relative to the number of terms in the sums. This means that we are interested 
in the asymptotic distribution of V. when lj,,, - l~_ 1,,, --} oo for all j = 1 . . . . .  k as 
n ---} ~,  but arbitrary slowly. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly at first encounter, we 
show that distant sums become asymptotically independent despite of the underlying 
long-range dependence. To be precise, let ~[0,  b] k÷l denote the (k + 1)-fold Car- 
tesian product of the space ~[0, b] with itself, endowed with the product a-algebra, 
which, since ~[0, b] is separable, is the same as the a-algebra generated by the open 
sets with respect to the product metric. Provided the spectral density f ( . )  pertaining to 
the covariance function r(.) exists and satisfies condition (2.2) below and L(.) also 
satisfies condition (2.3), we prove in Theorem 1 that V,(-, . . . .  ") converges in distribu- 
tion in ~[0, b] k+ 1 to the vector (Y,., o(') . . . . .  Ym,k(')), where Ym. o(') . . . .  , Ym, k(" ) are 
independent copies of Yr,('). 
The distant-sum problem above was directly motivated by a problem in non- 
parametric regression with long-range dependent errors. As an application, we find 
the asymptotic form of the finite-dimensional distributions of regression function 
estimators. Namely, we consider the fixed-design regression model 
Yj . .  = g(j/n) + G(Z~.,), j = 1 . . . . .  n, (1.4) 
where O(') is an unknown real-valued function on [0, 1], G(') is as above, and the 
triangular array {Z~ . . . . . .  , Z.,.}.%1 of errors is based on the Gaussian sequences 
f n n tZ~..}j=l such that for each neN the finite sequence {Zj,,}j=I is stationary, 
E(Z~,. )  = 0, Var(Z~,.) = 1 and the covariances r(j):= E(Z I , .Z j+~, . )  = L(j)j - ' ,  
j = 1 . . . .  , n - 1, do not depend on n and satisfy the condition above, i.e. e e (0, l /m) 
and L(" ) is an eventually positive function on [0, m), slowly varying at infinity. That 
the covariance between the errors for O(1/10) and 9(2/10) becomes different as the 
sample size n = 10 grows to n = 100, say, is reasonable in situations when, for 
instance, a measuring device commits the same type of errors so that the correlation 
between any two of them depends only on the number of time units separating the two 
measurements. The reader is referred to the rich survey by Robinson (1994). (In many 
practical situations repeated sampling with an increasing sample size n is impossible 
or expensive, and the statistician is faced with a single sequence of observations. This 
may be the reason that (1.4) is often written in the literature as Yi = 9(j /n) + G(Zj), 
j = 1 . . . . .  n, as in Hall and Hart (1990), tacitly assuming the triangular-array formula- 
tion described above.) Our aim is to estimate the function 9(')  using the Priestley- 
Chao estimator 
g . (x )=~j=,  K Yj.., 0~<x~< 1, (1.5) 
where K( ' )  is a fixed density function and b. > 0 is a sequence of bandwidths tending 
to 0. The properties of g.(. ) have been investigated by numerous authors in the case 
when the errors in the model (1.4) are independent or weakly dependent. On the other 
hand, we refer to Hall and Hart (1990) and Cs6rg6 and Mielniczuk (1995a) for the 
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discussion of some situations with long-range dependent errors as in (1.4). Let 
0 < Xo < x l  ... < Xk < 1 be fixed for some k • N, It is shown in Theorem 2, as 
a consequence of Theorem l, that under certain conditions imposed on g( - ) ,  K( ' ) ,  
L(-) and b,, the vector 
(nb,) m~/2 
" X Lm/2(nb,) (9 , (o )  - g(xo), . . . ,  ~j,(Xk) -- 9(Xk)) 
converges in distribution, as n ~ oo, to a (k + 1)-dimensional random vector of 
components that are independent copies of a functional of the Hermite process of 
rank m. 
Note that the norming sequence is o((nb,) l /2).  Both the form of the limiting 
finite-dimensional distributions and the rate of convergence are in contrast with the 
independent case when the finite-dimensional distributions of the process 
(nb,)l/2(~J,(") - 9('))  converge to those of a Gaussian white noise process. On the 
other hand, the asymptotic independence of the components both under indepen- 
dence and long-range dependence indicates that the estimation problem is struc- 
turally the same in the two, very different situations. In particular, in neither situation 
can the empirical regression process converge weakly in ~[0, 1]. The result in 
Theorem 2 extends a result in Cs6rg6 and Mielniczuk (1995a) from the case when the 
long-range dependent errors are normal, i.e. from the case when G(x)  = x, x e ~. In 
this special case, in view of the point-wise asymptotic normality of d,(.), Theorem 
2 follows from the fact that the values of j . ( ' )  at different points are asymptotically 
uncorrelated. Since, as shown by Taqqu (1975), the moments uniquely characterize 
the limiting process only for Hermite ranks m ~ 2, investigation of their convergence 
cannot yield a general result. This is why the solution of the distant-sum problem in 
Theorem 1 is the main tool to prove Theorem 2. The circumstance that the gaps 
between consecutive partial sums in Theorem 1 may widen arbitrary slowly allows the 
choice of the bandwidth parameter b, as dictated solely by the bias term as long as 
l im,~nb.  = oo; see also the remark at the end of Section 3. 
2. Distant long-range dependent sums 
Let F( . )  denote the spectral measure corresponding to the covariance function 
r(n) = L(n)n  -~ of the underlying normal sequence as in the introduction, i.e. the 
unique probability measure on ( - 7r, It] such that 
r(n) = ei"XF(dx),  n • N. (2.1) 
From now on we assume that the density f ( . )  of the spectral measure xists and 
satisfies the asymptotic equality 
f (x ) , ,~C~L( l / [xD[x[  ~ 1 as x--+ 0, (2.2) 
where Ca = (2F(~) cos(~z/2)) '. This is equivalent o the condition r ( j )~ j - ' L ( j ) ,  
as j--+ oo, provided the covariance function r(.) is of bounded variation and is 
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quasi-monotone (cf. Fox and Taqqu, 1985). A sufficient condition for (2.2) to hold can 
be found in Zygmund (1958, p. 187). It is that for L(. ) in the covariance, the function 
L(u)u ~ is increasing while L(u) u -~ is decreasing for u large enough for any fixed 6 > 0. 
Consider the Fourier-Hermite expansion of G(') in Hermite polynomials. In view of 
the fact that E(G(Zo))  = 0 and E(G2(Zo)) < ct3, for some real coefficients c~, c2 . . . .  we 
have 
G(x) = ~ c jHj(x) ,  x e ~,  (2.3) 
j= l  
where the convergence is in the weighted ~2 space ~2(R, ~o). Let m = min{k e N: 
Ck 4: 0} be the Hermite rank of the function G('). We assume throughout that me < 1. 
Furthermore, we assume that there exist c, C > 0 and 0 < e < e/2 such that for every 
a~, .. . ,  am > c and bl > a l ,  . . .  , bm > am, 
gl /2(bl)  ... gl/2(bk) c (b l . . .bm~e 
max - -  
l<.k<.m[L1/2(aa) L1/2(ak) 1 <~ ka l  am/" (2.4) 
Note that (2.4) is satisfied for the slowly varying function L(s) = max(l, log s), s >~ 0, 
for any 0 < e < e/2. Let ~ denote convergence in distribution as n ~ ~,  and 
cj 
= equality in distribution, and recall the definition of V.(., . . . .  .) in (1.3). 
Theorem 1. Let  k E N be f ixed and assume that conditions (2.2) and (2.4) are satisfied, 
me < 1, and 11 . . . . . . .  Ik,. are sequences of  positive integers such that lj,. - lj_ 1,, ~ 
as n ~ ~, j  = 1 . . . . .  k, where lo,, = O. Then 
V,( ' ,  . . . .  ") ~ cm(Ym, o(') . . . . .  Ym,a(')) in~[O,b]  a+x, 
where Ym, o(" ) . . . . .  Ym,k(" ) are independent copies of  the Hermite process Y,.(. ) of  rank 
m, defined in (1.2). 
Proof. Formally we prove the theorem only for k = 1; the same reasoning yields the 
general result. Let l,:= 11,, and a.:= nnLm/2(n), n ~ N, where H = 1 - me/2 as before. 
Taqqu (1975) proves that the sequence {S. ( ' ) /a .} .%l  is tight in 9[0,  b]. Using the 
stationarity of the sequence {G(Zj)}, the same is true for {(S.(/, + . )  - S,(l.))/a.}~= 1. 
Thus {(S,(-), S,(1, + .) - S.(l,))/a.},~=l is tight in the product space 9[0, b] 2. So, it 
suffices to prove the convergence of finite-dimensional distributions (cf. Billingsley, 
1968, Theorem 15.1). We prove that if I. ---, ~ ,  then 
V,(s, t) = (S.(s), S,( I ,  + t) - S.( l , )) /a.  ~ Cm(Ym, o(S), Ym, l(t)) (2.5) 
for any fixed (s, t) ~ (0, h i  2, where, and in what follows, all convergence r lations take 
place as n ~ ~ unless otherwise stated. The proof of the required general claim 
V.(Sl . . . . .  s t, tl . . . .  , t,) ~ Cm(Ym,o(Sl), . . . ,  Ym,o(S~), Ym, 1(tl) . . . . .  Y,,, l(t,)) for any fixed 
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(S 1 . . . . .  Sj, tl, ..., tr) • (0, b]  j+r ,  j, r • N, where V,(sl . . . .  , sj, tl . . . . .  t,):= (S.(sD, ..., 
S.(s A, S.(l. + tl) - S.(I,), . . . ,  S.(l, + t,) - S.(I.))/a., is completely analogous. From 
now on, dealing with V.(s, t), we follow the basic outline of the proof of Theorem 1' in 
Dobrushin and Major (1979). (This or Theorem 5.6 in Taqqu (1979) imply by 
stationarity that individually the two components of V,(s, t) converge in distribution 
to Y,.(s) and Ym(t), respectively; the issue is the asymptotic independence in (2.5).) 
Consider first the special case of(2.5) when G(' ) is equal to ruth Hermite polynomial 
Hm('), and hence cm = 1. Define N1 = knsJ, N2 = kntJ and N = L nl.J - LnsJ. Thus 
N1 and N2 are the number of terms in S.(s) and S.(l. + t) - S.(I.), respectively, and 
N is the length of the gap between them. Then the following representation based on 
It6's formula holds (cf. Dobrushin and Major, 1979) : 
V*(s, t):= (S'(s), S.(l, + t)_- S.(l,)) 
\ as, au~ 
-- (a@~ fR eiN'{xt++x~)- lzF(dx1). ZF(dXm) , 
- -  ~ e i (xL+' ' '+x~)  - 1 "" 
1 I e i(Nl+N)(xl+'''+xm) [eiN2{x~++x~}-l]Zv(dx1) ) 
aN2 dR" ~{~-TT:.. +x,.) _ 1 ... Z~(dx,.) , 
where Ze(" ) denotes the random spectral measure pertaining to the spectral measure 
F( ' )  (cf. Major, 1981, Theorem 3.1). The respective change of variables y~ = N~xj and 
yj = Nzxj, j = 1 . . . . .  m, in the first and the second components yields 
( f  e i ( r '  + ' +Y"} - -  1 V*(s, t) = R, ~ N~[~ =" ~/g '  -- 1] Zru'(dY~)"'ZrNI(dY")' 
f eiT.{y, +... +y" ) e i{r' + ' +r"~) - 1 ) 
R m N2 [e ~?-~=~-77-£r~)/~ - 1] Zvs2(dYl)"'" Zr~(dy,.) , 
where T. = (N~ + N)/Nz and ZvN~('),j = 1, 2, are particular elements of the sequence 
of transformed random measures ZF.(- ) defined, for all large n to make L(n) > 0, by 
n ~/2 z fA~ Zv(A)  = ~ e \n] ,  for Borel sets A c N, 
and where, to also make the notation consistent, F,( . )  denotes the spectral measure 
that corresponds to the random spectral measure Zv("  ). Then using the fact that the 
sequence of measures {F,(. )} converges vaguely to some measure F0(') (Major, 1981, 
Lemma 8.1), one can find a suitable fixed compact set K ~ gem such that both integrals 
in V*(s, t) above, when taken over the complement of K, converge to zero in 
probability (cf. Dobrushin and Major, 1979). Further, setting M:= sup(y ...... y,,}~ 
[y~ + ... + y,~[ and using the inequality 
i(yl + ... + Ym) [ Mu M 
sup{, ...... ,m,~K n[e-~;-.-+-?~57~ ~ ]] - 1 ] ~< 4xf~ ~ , whenever --, ~< 2'  
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for both n = N1 and n = N2, we obtain 
V*(s, t) = i(yl + .-. + Ym) ' 
eir,~y,+... +ym) ... ZFN2(dym) + Oe(1). 
r i (y l  + "" + 
Now let U(" ) be the uniform distribution on the interval ( - 7z, 7z] and let Zv(  ) be 
the corresponding random spectral measure. For  v > O, set Uv(A):= vU(A/v), so that 
Zvv(A) = x/~ Zv(A/v), as A runs through the Borel sets of R. Put 
e i (x~ + .-. +x , , )  _ 1 
g(x):= Cm,=IXxI ~-  ~/2 , , ,  ixml¢=- ~/2 i(xl + ... + Xm)' X : (X 1 . . . . .  Xm) • ~,  (2.6) 
where the constant Cm,, is as in (1.2), and, for all n large enough, 
Ll/2(n/Ixll) ... L1/2(n/Ixml) 
h.(x):= L1/2(n)... L1/2(n ) , x = (Xl . . . . .  x,,) • R m. (2.7) 
If for the random variables {., r/n, {. we have {n = r/, + op(1) and ~/n = ~., we write 
~, ~ ft.. Since, for all large n to make L(n) > 0, with the spectral dens i ty fo f  F in (2.1) 
we have 
dun(X)= -~-~ f n ' - n~ < x <~ nn, 
changing measures (Major, 1981, Theorem 4.4) from ZFN.(" ) to ZVN.('), j = 1, 2, gives 
J J 
V*(s,t)~--(;Kg(X)hN,(X)dZvN(dX),fKg(x)eiT"'~'++X')hNz(x)dZvN2(dx) ) 
=: V,,(s, t), 
where dZv,(dx) = Zv,(dx~).. .  Zv~(dxm), using also condition (2.2). If we now put 
~'n(S,t)=(fKg(X)dZuN(dX),;Kg(x)eiT"lx~+"'+x') dZuN2(dx) ), 
then E(IV~(s, t) - lT.(s, t)l 2) ~< R~,(K) + R2~(K), where, writing dx = dx~ ... dx,., this 
upper bound is given by R~(K):= ~KIg(x)lZlh.(x) -- llZdx. Since both N1 ~ oo and 
N2 ~ oo, Lemma 2 below yields 
V*(s,t)~(~xff(x)dZuN(dX),fKg(x)eiT"(x'++x")dZoN2(dx) ). 
To get back to V,(s, t) in (2.5), we must renormalize the two components here by 
multiplying the first by aN fan = s u + o(1) and the second by a~/a.  = t n + o(1). Next, 
changing variables yj = x Js  and yj = xJt ,  j = 1 . . . . .  m, in the two integrals, respec- 
tively, noticing that the corresponding integrals over the complement of K are 
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negligible, and that Zv~(')  is a version of W(" n (  - vrt, w] )  for all v > 0, where W(-) is 
the complex Gaussian white noise as in the introduction, we finally arrive at the 
representation V,(s, t) ~- C,,,,(Y*(s), Y°~(t, tT,)) ,  where 
~* " "'" +Ym) Y*(s) = e'~(r' + - 1 Ym(S) 
R" i(y~ + "" + y,.)I-I~'=~ly~l - ' ) /z  W(dyD.. .  W(dym) - Cm~ 
a meaningful formula for any s ~ N, and, for any u, v e ~, 
I 
* 
Y°~(u, v) = e i~ly' + "" +r.a 
,J ~" 
e iu (y j+ " '  +Y" )  - l 
i(y~ + -.. + y,.)lTT=,lyjl "-~/2 W(dyO ... W(dym). 
Since tT ,  = t(N~ + N)/N2 = tLnl, J / Ln t J~ l ,  and 1, --* c~, (2.5) and hence the theorem 
follows now from Lemma 1 below in the special case when G(.) = H,.(.). (The full 
force of Lemma 1 is actually not needed in view of the bracketed remark following 
(2.5), but the lemma is of interest in its own right.) The proof  for a general function 
G(.) relies on showing that the asymptotic distribution of S,(t)/a, is the same as that of 
S,(t)/a., where S.(t) = ~ Lmj lcmHm(Zj) and m is the Hermite rank of G(') But this is 
j=0  
a center point of the standard theory. [] 
Lemma 1. We have (Y*(s), Y°~(t, t.) ) L (Y*(s), Y°~(t) ) for any f ixed s, t ~ ff~ and for any 
sequence t. -~ oo, where yO(.) is an independent copy of  Y*(" ). 
Proof. Taqqu (1979) shows that integrals of the type in Y*(s) and Y°~(t, t,) have an 
alternative representation i terms of a standard Brownian motion B( ' )  on ~. His 
Lemma 6.2 implies that 
where v = (v~ . . . . .  v,,) and, with Ia as the indicator of A c ~, for any z, u e ~, 
O~,.(v) = ~b~.,(vl . . . . .  v,.) = (v y~i~-~) /2  dv 
,dr j= 1 ~jP 
= t"~] 1% ~.o~,(w) 
d0j=l  (w - [vj - z]) O +'~/2 dw. 
Notice that the first component Y*(s) is measurable with respect to the generated 
a-algebra {B(w) -- B(v): - ~ < v < w ~< s+}, where s + = max(O, s). Setting D(s) = 
{(vl . . . .  , v,,) e ~": min(vl . . . .  , v,,) > s + } and De(x) = ~"\D(s) ,  we write 
Y~(t, t.) o = Xm,,(s, t) + em..(s, t), where X~°.,(s, t) = So(s)t/J,,,,(v)dB(vO ... dB(v,,) and 
e,.,,(s, t) = SDCts)~J,,.,(v)dB(vO ... dB(vm). Here X~,,(s, t) is measurable with respect o 
o{B(w) - B(v): ~ > w > v > s +} and so, since the increments of B(.) are indepen- 
dent, X°m,,(s, t) is independent of Y*(s). Thus it suffices to show that e,,,.(s, t) goes to 
zero in probabil ity and o ~ X, , , . (s , t )  = Y°m(t) ~ Y*(t). 
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Since the function ~b, ,,(., . . . ,  .) is symmetric in its m arguments, 
E(e~,.(s, t)) = m E ~b,.,,(v) dB(vl). . ,  dB(v,.) 
min(v l  . . . . .  vm)=Vl <~ s ÷} 
f ~2  ,(v)dv m 
min(v  1 . . . . .  vm)=v 1 ~ s +} 
~< m Or.,,( )dv =: m~.(s ,  t), 
( s  + ) 
where A(x):= {(vl . . . . .  Vm): Vl <% X, V2 e ~ . . . . .  Vm ~ ~} = ~,  X ~ ~. Using the for- 
mula for ~ , , t ( ' )  given above and substituting w = v - t . ,  we see that ~Pn(S, t) 
2 
: ~a(s ~ tn ) ~ IO , t (W)dw.  Since ~,,  ~,2  (w)dw < o0, as is necessary for the existence of the 
stochastic integrals in the representation of (Y*(s), Y~(t, t.)) above, and since tn ~ ~,  
implying that A(s + - tn) --* O, the dominated convergence theorem yields ~Pn(S, t) ~ O. 
On the other hand, substituting (ux . . . . .  u,,) = u = v -  tn, we have 
X~,,(s,  t) = ~o~-,,~tPo,,(u)dB(u~ + t.) ... d B(um + t,), so that by the stationarity of the 
increments of B(.) we have X~. , ( s , t )~  ~ot~-, . )Oo. , (u)dB(uO.. .dB(ur,) .  Since 
D(s - t.) ~ g~m, the last sequence of random variables converges to Y*(t) in the second 
mean, with reference to the dominated convergence theorem again, and hence also in 
probability. Thus X~,,(s,  t) ~ Y~(t), regardless of the value of s e [2. [] 
A version of the proof, in the first distributional equality of which {B(v): v e [2} is 
replaced by the standard Brownian motion {B(v)= B( -  v): v e [2}, shows that 
Lemma 1 is also true for any sequence t, ~ - ~ .  
Lemma 2. Let  g(x) and h,(x) ,x ~ ~r,, be as in (2.6) and (2.7) and let K ~ ~"  be a compact 
set. I f  condition (2.4) holds, then R2(K) = ~KIg(x)12lh,(x) - I I z dx ~ 0. 
Proof. Since L is slowly varying, by an application of Corol lary 1.2.1 in de Haan 
(1970), for any 0 < r /<  1, the sequence h,(x) converges uniformly to 1 on the set 
K~An,  where A ,= {(xl . . . . .  xm): Ixsl >r/ , j=  1 . . . . .  m}. Thus R2(Kc~A, )~O.  It 
remains to show that l im,$ol imsup,~R2(K, )  = 0, where K,  = K n (E" \A , ) .  This will 
follow by the fact that for 0 < 2e < ~, 
f t (  ei~x~ + ' +xm) --  1 2 (2.8) 
where fl = ~ or fl = a - 2e. The e below is the one from condition (2.4). 
m 1 Consider the decomposit ion K,  = (~Jk=l U X ~ Ji . . . . .  S~ ~ ,, K~, ..... ik) u K ", where 
K"- = Kc~{(xl, Xm):[Xj,[>tl,[Xs[<~tl, j# j l ,  l= l ,  k , j=  1, ,m} and J 1  . . . . .  J k  ' " "  ' " ' "  ' ' " "  
K ~ = Kc~{(X l  . . . . .  x,,): ]xj[ ~< t/, j = 1 . . . . .  m}. By condition (2.4), R~(K") <~ 
C2I~_ 2~(K ") for all n large enough, so lim,~olim sup,~ ~R,2(K ") = 0 by (2.8) as applied 
with fl = ~ - 2e. Hence it suffices to show that lim,+o limsup.oo~R.Z(K~ ...... ~-~) = 0 for 
any fixed 1 ~< j~ < .-- < jk ~< m, k = 1 . . . . .  m -- 1. This we show for the special case 
j~ = 1 . . . . .  j ,  = k, k = 1 . . . . .  m - 1. The general case differs only in notation. Setting 
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f .(x):= L1/2(n/[x[)/L1/2(n), x v~ 0, and using (2.4), we see that R2(K~ ..... g) is not greater 
than 
2 2 
2 1 2/1+~ - -1 
% fK~ ..... )g(x)'2{ 2 i =I~I~:~(xj)- ~ IJ =~k+l:n(Xj) 21 
fi + .~ t . (x j ) -  1 dx 
j=k + 1 
j=l Hj m=ll--x l j +- ' - -  ..... l l J~ lx j l  J 
Thus, using again that L is slowly varying and (2.8) for both fl = e and fl = c~ - 2e, we 
obtain lim 2 r/ sup.-~ooR.(K1 ..... k) <~ 2C2I~-2~(K~ ..... k). A last application of (2.8) now 
sup.-.ooR.(K1 . . . . .  k) = 0 .  [ ]  yields lim,~olim 2 
3. Regression estimation under long-range dependent errors 
First note that one can modify the definition of S,(-) given in (1.1) to having 
S.(t):= ~)~G(Z i ) ,  t >~ 0, without affecting the result of Theorem 1 in any way. From 
now on we shall use this modified definition since it allows a simpler representation of
regression estimates. Recall the regression model in (1.4) and the definition of dn(') in 
(1.5). Besides the convention for S . ( . ) jus t  made, in this section we understand all 
k + 1 component processes of the vector process V,( ', . . . .  • ) in (1.3) to be defined in 
terms of the variables G(Z1.L,tt~,, +b)j), -.., G(ZLntI~,, + b~J,L.tt~,, + b)J), i.e. in terms of the 
Ln(Ik,, + b)Jth row of the array. Then, with the r( .)  as at (1.4), Theorem 1 remains 
valid since for each n E ~ the distribution of V.(., . . . .  .) is determined by 
r(1) . . . . .  r([n(lk,~ + b)J) and G. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Furthermore suppose 
that the regression function g( ' )  is twice differentiable on [0, 1] with both derivatives 
bounded, the kernel K ( " ) is a density with a support contained in ( - l, 1) and having 
a boundedflrst derivative, and that nbt.4+"~)/m~/L1/~(nb.) ~ 0 and nb. ~ o9 as n ~ o9. 
Then for any k e N and 0 < xl < ... < Xk < l, 
(nbn) m~/2 
L,./2(nb.) (~j.(Xx) - g(xl) . . . .  , ~jn(Xk) -- g(Xk)) ~ (X,.. 1 . . . .  , Xr,,k), 
where, with cm as in Theorem l, 
Xm,j=Cm K' (1 - t )  Ym,j(t)dt, j= l  . . . . .  k,  
,Io 
and Ym.l(') . . . . .  Y,~.k(') are independent copies of the Hermite process Ym(') of 
rank m. 
We note before the proof that i fg,(.)  denotes the Gasser Miiller kernel estimator of 
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9('), defined and dealt with in Cs6rg6 and Mielniczuk (1995a, b), then, as shown in the 
latter paper, 19.(x) - O.(x)l = (ge((nb.)-1) for any fixed 0 < x < 1 whenever K( ' )  is as 
in Theorem 2 and 9(') is bounded on [0, 1]. Hence the result of Theorem 2 also holds 
true under the same conditions with 9. substituting (/.. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Under the conditions, two elements in the proof of the theorem 
in Cs6rg6 and Mielniczuk (1995a) imply that SUpb.<.x~-b. iE(g . (X) ) - -g(x) [  =
(9(b 2 +(nb . ) -  1), Thus, by the conditions on {b.} and the fact that (nb.)~L'(nb.) -~ 
for all e, q > 0, in particular, for e = H and q = m/2, it suffices to prove the statement 
when 9(xj) is replaced by E(d.(xj)), j = 1 . . . . .  k. 
First we show that the single components all converge as claimed, i.e. for 0 < x < l, 
( nb ")m~/ ~ f o L.,/E(nb.) [g.(x) - E(g.(x))] ~ X., = c,. K'(1 - t) Yr.(t)dt. (3.1) 
Indeed, with the modified S.(.), using the conditions on K('), integrating by parts and 
subtracting C(x):= (nb.)-1~ K ' (u )S . (x  - b. - l /n )du -- 0, for all large n we obtain 
1 " - - "  1 1 x- -y  
1 f '  ( -~Y)  I f  1 = K'(u) S.(x - b.u) du =nb 2 oK '  S.(y) dy ~.  - i  
-= ~ K'(u) G(Zj,.) du 
- 1 / =L , , (x -  b.)J 
K'(u) S,x(u)(1 ) du, 
nb. - l 
by stationarity, where rx(u) = in (x  - b.u)J - Ln(x - b.)J + 1. Therefore, 
(nb,) m~/2 
L,./Z(nb.) [~j,(x) - E(~.(x))] = K'(1 - t dt 
jo ,, .]) 
fo SL"b"j(t) d- = K'(l-t).nb..n~...nb..) I~L  _] +°P(1)' 
where the last equation is obtained using the fact that (nb.)nL"/2(nb,) ~ oo, mentioned 
above. Since nb. ~ oo, we have SL.b.] (• ) / [Lnb. JnL" /2([_nb. J ) ]  ~ --* c,.Y,.(') in ~[0,  2] 
by Theorem 5.6 in Taqqu (1979), or what is the same, by the one-component corollary 
of Theorem 1 here with b = 2. Since by the boundedness of K'(.) the functional 
T(d):= ~2 K'(1 - t)d(t)dt,  d ~ ~[0, 2], is continuous, the mapping theorem (Billing- 
sley, 1968, Theorem 5.1) implies (3.1). 
Now let k >t 2, and consider the points 0 < Xl < ... < Xk < 1. One can reason 
similarly as above. First from the lth component one subtracts C(xz) = O, 1 = 1 . . . . .  k, 
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and, in a distributional equality based on stationarity, shifts all k sums to the left upon 
decreasing all the indices by [_n(x~ - b.)J - 1. Then one replaces the resulting sum 
~t"(~,-b.")J-L.(x,-b.)j+l G(Zj , . )  by SLnb,,] ((X l --  Xl) /b.  + (1 - u)) - SL.b.j((xl -- x1)/bn) 
j=t  n(xl - bn) J - L  n(xj - bn) J+ 1 
in the /th component  under the integral with variable u e ( -  1, 1) for each 
I = 1 . . . .  , k. With the proper norming the error committed in the last step is Op(1), 
so that, meaning integration component-wise, a final change of variables t = 1 - u 
yields 
(nb.) m~/2 
L,./2(nb.) (O~.(Xl) - E (o (x l ) )  . . . .  , ~.(Xk) -- E(g(Xk))) 
~- K'(1 -- t) Vt .b, j ( t  . . . . .  t )d t ,  
where, with b = 2 and n replaced by [_nb,_], the vector VL,b,j(., . . . , - )  here is the 
k-dimensional version of the one given in (1.3) with the conventions at the beginning 
of this section, in which li.t,b, j - - L (X j+ l -  x l ) /b . J ,  j =0,  1, ... , k -  1, so that 
lo,L.b.j = 0 and lj,Lnb, j - -  lj l,L.b.j + 1 >~ (Xj+ 1 -- x~)/b, for j = 1, . . . ,  k - 1. Since 
Xl < ... < xk and b. ~0,  we have lj, L .b. j - -  l j _ l , L .b . j~  ~ for all j = 1 . . . . .  k - 1. 
Hence Theorem 1 yields the desired result by considering the continuous mapping T: 
~[0 ,  2]k~--~ k given by T(d l ,  . . . ,  dk) = ~ 2 K'(1 -- t)(d~(t), . . . ,  dk(t))dt, (da . . . . .  dk) 
~[0,2]  k. [] 
Remark.  Given 0 < xl < ..- < Xk < 1 for some k e t~, since the support of K ( . )  is 
contained in ( -  1, 1), the random variable d,(xi) is measurable with respect to 
~. , j :=  a{Z. , j}  for all j = 1 . . . .  , k, where Z. , j :=  (Ztnxj j -Lnb. j -1 ,  ~ . ,  ZLnxjj+Lnb. j+l ). 
Let IV., 1 . . . .  , W.,k be independent  normal vectors such that W., j  ~ Z .d , j  = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Then, using the normal comparison lemma (Leadbetter et al., 1983, p. 81) one can see 
that 
IP{Zn, 1 ~ Zn, 1, . . .  ,Zn,k ~'~ Zn,k} -- P{W. ,1  <. z..1, . . . ,  W.,k ~ Z.,k}[ 
n2b "x 
= (9 L (n  
for any vectors  Zn,j=(ZLnxj  Lnb. j 1, " ' ,Z tnx j j+Lnb,  J+l)  e~zLnb" j+3,  j=  1 . . . . .  k. 
Hence if b.--* 0 so fast that n(2-~) /Zb.L1/2(n)~ O, the a-algebras ~. ,1 ,  . . . . .  ~ . ,k  
become asymptotical ly independent. Thus the statement of Theorem 2 follows, under 
the same conditions on g( ' )  and K( ' ) ,  whenever m~(0 ,  1), nb.~ ~ and 
n~2/(2 -~  L 1/(2 -~)(n) ~ O, without  using Theorem 2, and hence without requiring condi- Un 
tions (2.2) and (2.4), only by proving (3.1) above by means of the original, one- 
dimensional Theorem 5.6 in Taqqu (1979). 
However, since the long-range dependence condition is mc~ < 1, and so 
1 + 4~mot -- 2/(2 - ~) > 5 - 2m/(2m - 1) >~ 3 for any Hermite rank m E 1~, the condi- 
2/(2 -a )  1/(2 tion nb. L - ' ) (n)  ~ 0 is overly restrictive on the bandwidth sequence {b.} in 
comparison to that of Theorem 2, which requires only that nb~.+4/t" ' ) /L1/ ' (nb.)~ O.
(For instance, if L(. ) is constant, m = 2 and ~ = 1/4, then the former is satisfied when 
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nb8.17~ 0, while the theorem requires only that nb 9 ~0;  choosing a very small 
b. usually results in serious undersmoothing and hence a large variance.) Notice also 
that, ignoring L(.), the well-known condition nbS. ~ 0 under which the counterpart of 
Theorem 2 holds for independent errors may be looked upon as a limiting case of the 
condition nb~. + 41~"~/L l1~ (nb.) ~ 0 of Theorem 2. 
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